ITINERARY

SHOPPING

Hive

DAY 1
•

Start your day off with a flavour thrill and caffeine fix at
the Cupping Room or Highroad, both serving
delicious, award-winning local ONA Coffee.

•

Treat yourself to Australian high street fashion,
international brands and department stores at
Canberra Centre. Situated in the middle of the city,
the Centre is also home to eateries, sidewalk cafes
and exceptional restaurants such as Raku.

•

Grab lunch at the quirky Lazy Su in Braddon.
Tuck into some Nori tacos and a pork belly bao or two.

•

Get your boutique shopping fix as you stroll the streets of
Braddon. Look for on-trend new arrivals at Rebel Muse,
unique gifts and goodies at The Hive, and high-end women’s
fashion at Pink Ink. Binge on colourful ceramics at Bison
Homewares, local items at Pop CBR, and Australian
designed and made jewellery, art and homewares at the
gorgeous Timber & Tailor. Before maxxing the credit card,
take some time to peruse Derek Kollective.

•

Head to Manuka for designer homewares and luxury
brands. Try Momento Dezigns for designer women’s
fashion from Australian and international brands, Wolfie
for whimsical children’s clothing and toys, and Home
by Creations for stylish homewares and tempting
accessories and gifts.

•

Grab a cocktail or beer and a delicious meal inside or out
at the popular Public Bar in Manuka.

•

Rest your tired legs with a stay at the cosy Little
National in Barton. With its huge beds and natural light,
this little place packs a big punch.

Canberra Glassworks

Rizla

DAY 2
•

Experience Sunday’s best at the Old Bus Depot Markets
(open on Sundays only). Loved by locals and visitors alike,
you can find unique handcrafted items and plenty of quality
creations at this Canberra institution.

•

Be sure to go next door to Canberra’s oldest public building
to visit Canberra Glassworks. See glass artists at work and
pick up a rare glass-inspired gift – handcrafted vases, plates and
glassware – from the shop.

•

Look for a bargain at Canberra Outlet Centre with its
Premium Mall and brands on sale including Ralph Lauren,
Tommy Hilfiger, Oroton, Calvin Klein and many more.

•

Visit any of the national attractions to uncover a special find in
their shops. Browse the NGA Shop at the National Gallery
of Australia, the Museum Shop at National Museum of
Australia, or the Curatoreum at the National Portrait
Gallery.

•

Stop into the Canberra and Region Visitors Centre to
pick up regionally made souvenirs to take home or gifts to
remember your time in Canberra.

•

Finish your day with a well-earned drink and a few share-plates
at Rizla or Tipsy Bull in Braddon.

DINING SUGGESTIONS
Braddon

Grease Monkey, BentSpoke Brewing Co

City Centre

Akiba, CBD Dumpling House

Manuka

Abell’s Kopi Tiam, Jewel of India

Kingston Foreshore
Molto Italian, Local Press

